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Abstract
We argue that constructive maximality [P. Martin-Löf, Notes on Constructive Mathematics,
Almqvist and Wicksell, Stockholm, 1970] can with advantage be employed in the study of maximal
point spaces, and related questions in quantitative domain theory. The main result concerns partial
metrizability of ω-continuous domains.
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1. Introduction
Maximality of points in a domain D can be difficult to treat constructively (or
effectively) since its definition involves quantification over the whole of D; it is not readily
apparent how to reformulate the definition in a convenient way in terms of an assumed
(countable) basis of D. For this reason, Martin-Löf [14] worked instead with a stronger
notion: constructive (or predicative) maximality. A point is constructively maximal if it
passes “tests of fineness” involving comparison with basis elements (Section 4).
In this paper we re-examine constructive maximality, in relation to recent work on
maximal point spaces, measurement (in the sense of K. Martin), partial metrics, and related
topics. The maximal and the constructively maximal points of a domain D (say, Max and
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CMax respectively) do not coincide in general. In cases where they differ, it appears that
CMax has better properties than Max. A remarkable fact is that Max = CMax precisely
when the so-called Lawson condition [11] holds for D: see Corollary 4.4. The Lawson
condition is (we can argue) a nice property for a domain to have, precisely because it
forces every maximal point to be constructively maximal.
Rather than considering just the constructively maximal points of D, namely those
which pass all the tests of fineness, we can “measure” an arbitrary point of D by the
fineness tests which it passes. In Sections 5 and 6 we consider weak metrics and also
measurements (in a slight extension of Martin’s sense). We show in particular that every
2nd-countable locally compact space possesses a measurement.
A theme of the paper is that new results can sometimes be obtained by varying the tests
of fineness. In particular, by using “scales” to refine the tests, we can show (Section 7)
that every ω-continuous domain is partially metrizable, by a partial metric in which the
self-distance is zero exactly on the constructively maximal points.
It may be asked whether, besides predicativity of the basic notions involved, we
adhere to constructive reasoning in our proofs. Actually our procedure is somewhat
eclectic. Where there is a question of comparing predicative with classical impredicative
formulations, as in Theorem 4.3, we freely use classical logic, as seems inevitable. For
the main autonomous results of the theory, especially Theorem 7.1, we try to provide
constructive proofs.
Domains are approached in this paper via the R-structures of [18] (also known as
abstract bases: [1]). R-structures are reviewed briefly in Section 2 below. In [18] we viewed
the R-structures, in part, as an abstraction from the spaces considered concretely by Martin-
Löf in [14]. In that respect, the present paper represents a continuation of [18].
2. R-structures, neighbourhood systems
Definition 2.1. A set E equipped with a transitive relation < is said to be an R-structure
provided that, for each p ∈ E , the set ⇓ p = {x | x < p} is <-directed.
A prime example of an R-structure is the collection of closed rational intervals, with the
transitive order given by
[a, b] < [c, d] ⇔ a < c < d < b.
The idea is that an R-structure can represent,via ideal completion, a continuous domain:
in the example, the interval domain (domain of closed real intervals). The main motivation
(in [18]) was that computability questions concerning domains could be reduced to
questions about (assumed) enumerations of the representing R-structures. R-structures
have also been studied (under the name “abstract bases”), with some new applications,
by A. Jung: see [1].
It will be convenient to endow each R-structure (E,<) with a topology, namely that in
which the “round” upper sets ⇑ S (equivalently, sets U such that U = ⇑ U ) are taken as
open. That this is a topology is contained in the following result, the straightforward proof
of which is omitted:
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Proposition 2.2. Let < be a dense (that is, interpolative) transitive relation on the set X.
Then the following are equivalent:
1. The sets ⇑ x (x ∈ X) provide the base of a topology on X.
2. The round upper sets constitute a topology on X.
3. (X,<) is an R-structure.
This could be summarized by saying that the usual definition of the Alexandroff
topology for a pre-ordered set “works” for an arbitrary dense order (X,<) if and only
if the latter is an R-structure.
In conformity with [14] we may read the formula “a < b” as “b is finer than a”,
and refer to the elements a, b as “neighbourhoods”. It will be convenient to refer to the
structures with which Martin-Löf works informally in [14] (and presents by means of three
main examples) as “neighbourhood systems”. Besides the “finer than” relation (which
we propose to axiomatize as an R-structure), a neighbourhood system comes equipped
with two further important predicates (symmetric binary relations): overlap and lie apart.
Overlap seems to be adequately captured, in an arbitrary R-structure, by having a common
upper bound. At any rate, we shall take this as our definition:
a ↑ b  ∃c. a < c & b < c.
“Lie apart” should be something stronger than the negation of “overlap”: for example,
in the rational interval structure, two abutting intervals, say [−1, 0] and [0, 1], are not
considered as lying apart. The following definition may be proposed:
a  b  ∃a′ < a, b′ < b. ¬(b′ ↑ a′).
This definition leaves something to be desired, from the constructive point of view, because
of the embedded negation. From that point of view, it may be preferable to have  as a
primitive, and try to characterize it by some axioms. Indeed, we would argue that a pair of
“contrary” predicates, such as overlap and apartness, should be presented in a symmetrical
fashion. The main point is that, besides being mutually exclusive, these predicates exhibit
a relaxed (or perhaps one might say, rounded) exhaustiveness. That is, rather than
a ↑ b ∨ a  b
we have
(1) a < a′ → (a ↑ b ∨ a′  b).
It is a feature of R-structures/neighbourhood systems that basic predicates occur in
contrary pairs. (The predicate < itself has a useful contrary, in this sense.) An example
to illustrate this approach will be given in a moment.
Definition 2.3. Two R-structures are said to be equivalent if their topologies are
isomorphic (as lattices).
There are certain “normalizing” conditions which it can be useful to impose on an R-
structure. The first one (of two) which we shall consider is that every neighbourhood can
be refined:
∀a∃b. a < b. (N1)
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It is easy to see that, by removing from an arbitrary R-structure E every neighbourhood
for which there is no finer neighbourhood in E , we obtain an R-structure E ′ which satisfies
(N1), and is equivalent to E .
We now consider a useful principle, whose effect will be to enable us to construct
maximal points without appealing to Zorn’s Lemma or the like:
∀a, b, c. b < c ⇒ ∃d > a. d  c ∨ d > b. (M)
This “principle” is a formal rendering of a property of neighbourhood systems which
is used as an informal axiom by Martin-Löf. We can easily derive (M) from (N1) via
the classical (negative) definition of “lies apart”, and the assumption that, given two
neighbourhoods a, b, either a lies apart from b or not. However, using instead (1), we
have the following constructive proof. Suppose that we have neighbourhoods (belonging
to a given R-structure) a, b, c, with b < c. By (1) we have that b ↑ a ∨ c  a . If the first
alternative holds, we may choose d to be any neighbourhood finer than both a, b; whilst if
c  a , we choose (by (N1)) d to be any neighbourhood finer than a. So (M) is proved.
A second normalizing condition on (E,<) is the following:
∀a, b, c ∈ E . a  b < c ⇒ a < c, (N2)
where  is the specialization order of E (so that a  b is ∀x . x < a ⇒ x < b).
Given an arbitrary R-structure (E,<) we may consider the structure (E,<w), where
a <w c holds iff ∃b. a  b < c. We then have:
Proposition 2.4. (E,<w) is an R-structure which satisfies (N2) and is equivalent to
(E,<).
Proof. The relation <w is clearly transitive. Further, <w-directedness amounts to the
following: given a, b, c, x, y with a  x < c and b  y < c, we have to find x ′, y ′, d and
z such that a  x ′ < d , b  y ′ < d , and d  z < c. But this is accomplished by setting
x ′ = x, y ′ = y, choosing d such that x < d < c and y < d < c, and setting z = d . So
(E,<w) is an R-structure.
Next, let A = ⇑ a be a basic open set of (E,<). For any c ∈ A we can choose b with
a < b < c. Then the basic open set B = ⇑w b of (E,<w) is such that c ∈ B ⊆ A,
which shows that A is open in (E,<w). In the other direction, a basic open set ⇑w b of
(E,<w) is clearly open in (E,<). Thus, the two R-structures are equivalent. In particular,
they have the same specialization order, and (N2) is satisfied. 
An R-structure satisfying (N2) is one in which the relation of refinement is purely
topological:
Proposition 2.5. The R-structure (E,<) satisfies (N2) if and only if, for all x, y ∈ E,
(2) x < y ⇔ y ∈ Int(↑ x),
where ↑ x is the upper set of x w.r.t. the specialization order .
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Proof. It is easy to see that, in an arbitrary R-structure, the condition y ∈ Int(↑ x) is a
reformulation of
∃z.x  z < y. 
In the following, the statement that a topological space X is an R-structure will be taken
to mean that there is a relation < such that (X,<) is an R-structure inducing the topology
of X . By the preceding results, the relation < may without loss of generality be taken as
given by (2). Since this relation (namely, y ∈ Int(↑ x)) is always transitive, the statement
is equivalent to saying that, for every x ∈ X , ⇓ x is directed by it.
3. Domains
By a domain we generally understand a continuous dcpo. The domain is ω-continuous
if it has a countable basis. As general references, see [1,10]. For most of our work here
the following concrete description suffices. A <-ideal (or round ideal) of an R-structure
(E,<) is a <-directed lower set. In more detail, it is a subset I such that
a < b ∈ I → a ∈ I ; a ∈ I, b ∈ I → ∃c > a, b. c ∈ I.
The completion E¯ of E is the set of round ideals, ordered by inclusion. E¯ is itself an
R-structure, with “finer than” given by
x <C y  ∃e ∈ y. x ⊆ ⇓ e.
The R-structure topology of E¯ coincides with the Scott topology, and <C with the way-
below relation  of E¯ . An (ω-continuous) domain is a poset which is isomorphic with
the completion of a (countable) R-structure. An (ω)-algebraic domain is a poset which
is isomorphic with the completion of a (countable) reflexive R-structure. Every domain
(indeed, every R-structure) is locally compact.
We continue with some remarks on continuous posets and sobriety which are intended
to provide some context, but are not strictly necessary for understanding the remainder of
the paper. (For sober spaces, see e.g. [8,19].) First, it may be observed that the notion of an
R-structure is strictly more general than that of a continuous poset. We have:
Proposition 3.1. Let (D,) be a continuous poset, with way-below relation . Then
(D,) is a T0 R-structure whose specialization order coincides with .
Proof. That the continuous poset (D,) is an R-structure with respect to its way-below
relation, is standard. Also standard is that, for all x, y ∈ D, x  y iff ∀z(z  x → z  y).
But this just says that  is the specialization order of (D,). Since this order is anti-
symmetric, the R-structure is T0. 
The converse is false:
Let E be the R-structure with elements ai , bi , b (i ∈ N), and ai < ai+k , bi < bi+k (k ≥
0), ai < bi , ai < b, bi < b (all i). E is obviously T0. But viewing E as a poset, we have:
bi  bi is false for all i , since⊔ ai = b, and so no bi is the least upper bound of elements
way-below it. Thus, E is not a continuous poset.
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It is fairly well known that the ideal completion construction, whereby a poset is
completed to an algebraic dcpo, can be considered as an instance of sobrification. For
this, the poset is of course taken with Alexandroff topology, the dcpo with Scott topology.
We observe that this extends readily to the completion of an R-structure (to a continuous
dcpo). In fact, the description (of completion as sobrification) is particularly clear in the
R-structure setting. For we view the completion E¯ of an R-structure E as again an R-
structure, its topology given as for any R-structure (the upper sets with respect to <). We
have in particular the following:
Theorem 3.2. Let (E,<) be an R-structure, and  its specialization order. The
sobrification of E is homeomorphic with E¯ (and E is sober iff (E,) is a continuous dcpo).
Proof (Outline). Any <-ideal I of E yields a filter-base of basic open sets as F(I ) =
{⇑ a|a ∈ I }. This filter-base has the property
⇑ a ∈ F(I ) ⇒ ∃b > a. ⇑ b ∈ F(I ). (1)
Indeed, it is clear that we have a (1,1)-correspondence between the round ideals and the
filter-bases satisfying (1). But the filter-bases satisfying (1) are exactly the completely
prime filter-bases. Thus F(·) gives a (1,1)-correspondence between the round ideals and
the completely prime filters of (basic) open sets, and we have e =⊔ I , where I is a round
ideal, iff F(I ) is a neighbourhood base of e. 
The significance of the fact that E¯ is the sobrification of E is that many statements
about the topology of E¯ can be translated directly into statements about E , via the
isomorphism between the topologies of E and E¯ . We shall use the notation U → U¯
for this isomorphism. (Explicitly, if U is an open set of E , U¯ is {x ∈ E¯ | ∃e ∈ U.e ∈ x}.)
As an example, we have the following obvious fact:
Proposition 3.3. An open set U in an R-structure (E,<) is dense if and only if
∀e ∈ E ∃u ∈ U. e < u. (2)
Then (2), exactly as stated, is also a necessary and sufficient condition for the
corresponding open set U¯ to be dense in E¯ . Concerning Gδ sets in E¯ we have:
Proposition 3.4. Let X =⋂n U¯n be a Gδ set in E¯, and let x be any point of E¯ . Then
x ∈ X ⇔ ∀n∃e ∈ x . e ∈ Un .
4. Maximal points
We now come to the topic of maximality of points in a domain E¯ . This is problematic
in a constructive sense, since the usual definition involves quantification over the whole of
E¯ . For this reason Martin-Löf works with a definition involving only quantification over
E , which we may state as:
Definition 4.1. A point x ∈ E¯ is constructively maximal provided that
∀a, b ∈ E .a < b ⇒ ∃c ∈ x(a < c ∨ b  c).
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Fig. 1. Max = CMax.
The idea behind this definition may be understood by thinking of each pair (a, b), where
a < b, as a “test of fineness”. A point passes the test if it has a as a neighbourhood, or
else has a neighbourhood lying apart from b. A point is as fine as possible, or maximal, if
it passes all tests.
We shall use the notation CMaxE¯ (or just CMax) for the constructively maximal points
of a domain E¯ . As a first result about CMax we have the following (adapted from [14]):
Proposition 4.2.
1. Suppose that x, y ∈ CMaxE¯ , and that a ↑ b for every a ∈ x, b ∈ y. Then x = y.
2. Suppose that x ∈ CMaxE¯ , y ∈ E¯ , and x ⊆ y. Then x = y.
Proof.
1. Assume that x ∈ E¯ , y ∈ CMaxE¯ , and a ↑ b for all a ∈ x , b ∈ y. Let c be any element
of x , and d an element of x that is finer than c. By maximality, we have e ∈ y such that
e  d or c < e. But e ↑ d; so c < e, and c ∈ y. By transposing x, y, the result follows.
2. If x ⊆ y, then surely a ↑ b for all a ∈ x , b ∈ y. Then by the argument of (i), the
hypotheses imply y ⊆ x . 
Thus a constructively maximal point is maximal in the ordinary sense. But the converse
is not true in general, as we see from the example given in Fig. 1 (in which x ∈ Max, but
x /∈ CMax).
From what has been said so far, it might seem that the set of constructively maximal
points of a domain D depends on the choice of basis of D. That this is not so will be a
consequence of Theorem 4.3, giving alternative characterizations of CMax. We note that
the Lawson topology of D (=E¯) is given by taking as subbasic open sets the Scott open
sets together with the sets of the form L y = {x |¬x ⊆ y}. We will also make use of the
sets Ix , Jx studied by Bukatin in [2]. Namely, Ix = {y ∈ E¯ |{x, y} has no upper bound},
Jx = {y ∈ E¯ |x ∈ Int(Iy)}. (“Int” here refers to the Scott topology.) Clearly, Jx ⊆ Ix for
all X ∈ E¯ .
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Theorem 4.3. The following are equivalent:
1. x ∈ CMax;
2. every Lawson neighbourhood of x contains a Scott neighbourhood of x;
3. x ∈ Max and Ix = Jx .
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii): Assume (i). It suffices to prove (ii) for each subbasic Lawson neighbourhood
L y of x . Thus, given y  x , choose e, e′ ∈ y \ x such that e < e′. Since x ∈ CMax,
we have c ∈ x such that e < c or e′  c. This implies e′  c, and so c determines a Scott
neighbourhood of x contained in L y .
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Assume (ii). If x ⊆ y, then x = y, since otherwise L y would be a Lawson
neighbourhood of x not containing any Scott neighbourhood of x . Next, suppose
y ∈ Ix . Since x is maximal, this is equivalent to y  x . By (ii), L y contains a Scott
neighbourhood of x ; thus y ∈ Jx .
(iii) ⇒ (i): Assume (iii), and let c, d ∈ E be such that c < d . If c ∈ x then x passes the
“test” (c, d). If not, choose e with c < e < d , and let y =⇓ e. Clearly, y ∈ Ix . Hence
y ∈ Jx , and we have e′ ∈ x such that e, e′ have no upper bound (in E). Hence d  d ′
for any d ′ ∈ x with e′ < d ′. Again, therefore, x has passed the test (c, d). 
The statement that the Scott and Lawson topologies agree on the maximal elements of
E¯ is known as the Lawson condition for E¯ . Notice that the Lawson condition is equivalent
to the statement that condition (2) of the preceding theorem holds for every x ∈ Max.
Hence we have:
Corollary 4.4. The Lawson condition holds for a given domain if and only if Max =
CMax.
Remark 4.5. Lemma 32 of Waszkiewicz [20] can be interpreted as stating that, if D is an
algebraic domain, then the Lawson condition implies that MaxD = CMaxD .
The remainder of this paper is concerned in part with showing that it is CMax rather
than Max that has “good” properties. The role of the Lawson condition in ensuring that
Max behaves well is thus explained by the fact that, under this condition, Max coincides
with CMax.
As an indication of the properties of CMax, we have the following:
Theorem 4.6. Assume that E is a countable R-structure. Then
1. CMaxE¯ is a Gδ regular Hausdorff subspace of E¯. If E satisfies (M) (or (N1): Section 2),
CMax is dense.
2. (Baire property.) Assume (N1). If (U¯i ) is a sequence of dense open subsets of E¯ , there
is a countable dense subset X of CMax such that X ⊆⋃i U¯i .
Proof.
(i) That CMax is Hausdorff is, in effect, the contrapositive of Proposition 4.2(1).
Regularity is clear as well. For, we may choose for any given point x ∈ CMax and
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a ∈ x a neighbourhood b such that a < b and then, for each y such that a /∈ y,
a neighbourhood cy ∈ y lying apart from b. Thus we get a closed neighbourhood
(complement of⋃y c¯y in CMax) of x contained in a¯.
To see that CMax is Gδ , define for each test pair t = (a, b) the open set Ut = {e ∈
E |a < e or b  e}. Then CMax is the intersection ⋂t U¯t (cf. Proposition 3.4). For
density, enumerate the tests as (ti )i∈N . For any e ∈ E we can then, by the principle
(M), successively choose e0, e1, · · · such that e < e0 < e1 < · · · and ei satisfies ti
(all i ). This sequence defines a point of CMax lying in ⇑ e.
(ii) By a slight refinement of the preceding argument. Given e ∈ E , we choose the
sequence (ei ) as before, but this time satisfying the extra condition that ei ∈ Ui . To see
that this is possible, suppose that ek has been chosen. Since each Ui is dense, we can
find e′k ∈ Uk+1 such that ek < e′k , and then choose ek+1 > e′k such that ek+1 satisfies
tk+1. Then take X as the set of points (one for each e) constructed in this way. 
5. Weak metrics, weights, measurements
Our aim in this and the next Section is to show that the maximality ideas considered
above can be extended to quantitative domain theory. We begin by recalling some basic
definitions.
Definition 5.1. A quasi-metric on a set X is a map d : X × X → R0+ satisfying
1. d(x, x) = 0;
2. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z); and is T0 if
3. [d(x, y) = d(y, x) = 0] ⇒ x = y.
A weight for (X, d) is a map w : X → R0+ such that
w(x) + d(x, y) = w(y) + d(y, x). (W)
Definition 5.2. A partial metric, or pmetric (Matthews), is a map p : X × X → R0+
satisfying
1. p(x, y) = p(y, x);
2. [p(x, y) = p(x, x) = p(y, y)] ⇒ x = y;
3. p(x, z) ≤ p(x, y) + p(y, z) − p(y, y) ( );
4. p(x, x) ≤ p(x, y).
It is well known that the notions T0 weighted quasi-metric and partial metric are
equivalent, via the assignment
p(x, y) = w(x) + d(x, y)
and its inverse (i.e. w(x) = p(x, x), d(x, y) = p(x, y) − p(x, x)).
The topology induced by a quasi-metric d is given by the ε-balls {y|d(x, y) < ε},
exactly as for metrics. The topology induced by a partial metric is defined to be that induced
by the associated quasi-metric.
The natural question “Which spaces are quasi-metrizable?” was studied in the first
systematic paper on quasi-metrics [21]. For 2nd-countable spaces at least, the answer
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was extremely simple: all of them are. If (Un)n is an enumeration of basic open sets of
the space X , we need only put
d(x, y) = x∈Un,y /∈Un 2−n
to quasi-metrize X .
What if we ask for a weighted quasi-metric (≡ pmetric)? Künzi and Vajner [9] provide a
subtle discussion of this question, but again the answer is very simple in the 2nd-countable
case. We need only supplement the preceding definition of d with
w(x) = 1 − x∈Un 2−n .
Since it may be argued that we need to be concerned only with the 2nd-countable case
(in computer science or constructive mathematics), the problem seems to be solved almost
before we have started.
But the preceding solution has a drawback. One of the main intended features of weight
is that it should capture the maximal points of the space as being those of weight 0 [15].
Clearly, however (assuming T0 separation), the weighting of Künzi & Vajner can assign
the value 0 to at most one point of the space, namely the greatest point if it exists.
Our proposal is to use an enumeration of fineness tests, rather than a simple enumeration
of basic open sets. A point is (constructively) maximal if it passes all tests. So we should
be able to measure a point by how many tests it passes.
Notation. We shall write x |= t , where t = (a, b), a < b, for “x passes the test t”, that
is, ∃c ∈ x .a < c ∨ b  c.
Given a countable R-structure (E,<), and an enumeration (ti ) of its fineness tests, we
define a weight function w on E¯ by
w(x) = 1 − {2−n | x |= tn}.
Proposition 5.3.
1. w(x) = 0 ⇔ x ∈ CMax.
2. x  y ⇒ w(x) > w(y).
3. w is Scott-continuous as a map from E¯ to [0, 1]op.
Proof. (i), (ii): obvious.
(iii) Suppose that y = ⊔i xi , where the join is directed. For any test t , we have that
y |= t iff xi |= t for some i . That is,
{t | y |= t} =
⋃
i
{t | xi |= t}.
Hence, w(y) =⊔i w(xi ) (in the [0, 1]op ordering). 
In this Section we have seen two kinds of tests used to define weight functions on a
2nd-countable space X (where X has to be of the form E¯ for the second kind of test to be
applicable). Moreover we have, in effect, seen tests on ordered pairs (x, y) ∈ X × X used
to define a quasi-metric on X . Indeed, a test t is in this case given by a basic open set U ,
and we stipulate
(x, y) |= t ⇔ x ∈ U → y ∈ U.
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We may observe some features of these tests which made the constructions “work”. For
the tests on single elements (for defining weights) we have, first, that each test should be
extensionally an open set. This feature by itself gives (iii) of the preceding Proposition.
Next, tests should be able to discriminate between points, one of which is strictly greater
than the other (in the specialization order):
x  y ⇒ ∃t . y |= t & ¬x |= t .
This feature lies behind (ii) of the Proposition. A third, less rigid, requirement is that a
point which satisfies all tests should be maximal in the space.
Turning to the tests on pairs (for defining distance functions), we observe the following.
Each test t determines a binary relation Rt , and, at each point x , the family of sets Rt [x] is
a base of neighbourhoods. (In fact, in the example above, more is true: the family (Rt ) of
relations is a base of a quasi-uniformity, which in turn induces the topology of the space.)
In the next two Sections we shall present the preceding observations in a more
systematic way, consider further variations on tests, and propose some applications in
quantitative domain theory.
6. Measurement and distance
We recall K. Martin’s notion of measurement [12,13], as a map from a continuous dcpo
to E = [0,∞]op. The kernel of such a map f is the set {x | f (x) = 0}.
Definition 6.1. A (Scott-)continuous map µ : D → E on a continuous dcpo D is a
measurement if, for every x ∈ ker µ and neighbourhood U of x , there exists  > 0
such that µx ⊆ U , where
µ(x) = {y ∈ D | y  x & |µ(x) − µ(y)| < }.
We note that the definition still makes sense if the dcpo D is replaced by an arbitrary
space X (the ordering then being taken, of course, as the specialization order X ). It is
also true that the codomain E can be generalized away from [0,∞]op (Martin [12]), but
this extension is of little interest for us here. Also note that the condition about µ(x) is
only required to hold for x ∈ ker µ. The definition may be parameterized by replacing
ker µ by an arbitrary subspace Y of X (Martin writes µ → σY for this, in the case that
we are dealing with the Scott topology σ ). In our development of measurements, the µ
condition will hold for all x ∈ X , and we shall ignore the relativization of the definition to
a subspace. Perhaps we may speak of an unrestricted measurement for the case that the µ
condition holds over the whole space.
Given the space (X,T ), we may consider the topology on X having as a base the
collection of sets U∩ ↓ x (U ∈ T , x ∈ X). Martin [12] calls it the µ-topology of X
(at least in the case that X is a continuous dcpo). If B ⊆ T , we shall call B a µ-base of X
provided that the collection of sets U∩ ↓ x (U ∈ B, x ∈ X) is a base of the µ-topology.
Recall [19] that if f is a map from a set S to a space Z , the initial topology induced on S
by f is { f −1(U) |U open in Z}. We then have:
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Proposition 6.2. Let X be a space and w : X → E a map (not assumed to be continuous).
The following are equivalent:
1. The initial topology is a µ-base for X.
2. {w−1(⇑ r) | r rational } is a µ-base for X.
3. w is a measurement.
Proof. That w is a measurement amounts to the statement that each w−1(O) (O open
in E) is open in X and, furthermore, for each x ∈ X , the sets w−1(O) ∩ ↓ x give a
neighbourhood base at x for the µ-topology on X . In other words, the initial topology is a
µ base for X . At the same time, (i) ⇔ (ii) since each w−1(O) is a join of sets w−1(⇑ r) (r
rational). 
The significance of (ii) in the preceding Proposition is that it shows us a countable
µ-base of X . Conversely, from any countable µ-base we get a measurement:
Proposition 6.3. Every space with a countable µ-base possesses a measurement.
Proof. Assume that X has the µ-base U0,U1, . . .. Define a weight function w on X by
w(x) = 1 − {2−n | x ∈ Un}.
Assume that O is an open set containing a given point x , and let k be such that x ∈ Uk and
Uk∩ ↓ x ⊆ O∩ ↓ x . Notice that, if y is any point below x , the terms 2−n (whose sum is
deducted from 1) occurring in the expression for w(y) are a subset of those occurring in the
expression for w(x). In particular, if y is below x and not in Uk , then w(y) ≥ w(x)+ 2−k .
Hence N = w−1(⇑ (w(x) + 2−k)) is a neighbourhood of x such that N∩ ↓ x ⊆ O. 
Theorem 6.4. Every 2nd-countable locally compact space X has a measurement.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that we have a countable base B of X
which is at the same time a basis of the continuous lattice O(X), and which is moreover
closed under finite joins. For each pair t = (a, b), where a, b ∈ B and a  b, define the
open set Ut by
Ut = b ∪
⋃
{V |V is open & disjoint from a}.
Now, given any x ∈ X and open neighbourhood U of x , we may choose a, b ∈ B such that
x ∈ a  b ⊆ U . Then it is easy to check that U(a,b)∪ ↓ x ⊆ U∪ ↓ x . Thus the sets Ut
give a countable µ-base of X . 
As mentioned before, the measurements we construct in this way are “unrestricted”. We
may also note that the preceding argument (Theorem 6.4) applies just as well if we have a
compact subset K of X (rather than just a point x ∈ X) and open superset U of K . Indeed,
if K is any set relatively compact in U , we can interpolate basic open sets a, b so that
K ⊆ a  b ⊆ U . Thus the measurement we have constructed is Lebesgue, in the sense of
Martin [12].
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Let us return now to the case that X is a (ω-continuous) domain E¯ , where E is
enumerated as e0, e1, . . .. We note that we can achieve the same effect as with our double-
element tests (e, e′) using only a single element e, provided that we interpret x |= ei as
ei ∈ x ∨ (∀ j ≤ i)(ei < e j → x has a neighbourhood lying apart from e j ).
It is clear that the definitions and results of Section 4 stand, with only a slight rewording,
with tests taken in this way. Now, when (E,<) is reflexive, determining an algebraic
domain E¯ , the single-element test simplifies to
x |= e ⇔ e ∈ x ∨ x has a neighbourhood lying apart from e.
As has (in effect) been noted by Waszkiewicz [20] we can work with tests of this kind, in
an ω-algebraic domain, to define not only a measurement, but a partial metric. We have
only to extend the tests to pairs of points by taking (x, y) |= e to mean:
e ∈ x ∩ y ∨ x, y have neighbourhoods lying apart from e.
For the following theorem, we indicate only the main steps in the proof, as a similar result
has been given by Waszkiewicz (although he takes a somewhat indirect approach, involving
an embedding into Plotkin’s universal domain T ω [17]), and a more general result is the
subject of the next Section.
Theorem 6.5. Every ω-algebraic domain D has a compatible partial metric p such that
p(x, x) = 0 exactly when x ∈ CMaxD.
Proof. We take D as E¯ , with E enumerated as e0, e1, . . . , and < reflexive. Define the
distance function p by
p(x, y) = 1 − {2−n|(x, y) |= en}.
Consider the sharp triangle property:
p(x, z) + p(y, y) ≤ p(x, y) + p(y, z).
For this, it suffices to show that each instance of satisfaction of a test on the right (that
is, by (x, y) or by (y, z)) is matched by at least one instance of satisfaction of the same
test on the left (by (x, z) or (y, y)). Now if (x, y) |= e or (y, z) |= e, we evidently have
(y, y) |= e. So the only case we need to consider is that in which both (x, y) |= e and
(y, z) |= e. But for this to hold, it must occur either that all three of x, y, z have e as a
neighbourhood, or else all three have neighbourhoods apart from e. Then both (x, z) |= e
and (y, y) |= e.
The remaining properties of a pmetric are straightforward to verify. In accordance with
the discussion at the end of the preceding Section, we determine the topology induced by
p by considering the relations Re where
Re(x, y) ≡ (x, x) |= e → (x, y)) |= e.
(Note. The topology is that of the quasi-distance d(x, y) = p(x, y) − p(x, x). This is
1 − {2−n|(x, y)) |= tn}, where tn is the test given by
(x, y) |= tn ≡ (x, x) |= en → (x, y) |= en .)
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In fact it is easy to see that the sets Re[x] give a neighbourhood base of the Scott topology
at each point x . 
The preceding result is a slight extension of Waszkiewicz’ [20], inasmuch as we
dispense with the Lawson condition (while, of course, replacing Max with CMax). The
proof does not extend to ω-continuous domains. Indeed, the argument for ∆ fails. The
difficulty lies in the fact that, when we have to do with a test of the form (a, b), the element
y may lie in the “gap” between a and b; that is, y may have a neighbourhood c such
that a < c while c  b. If at the same time x has b as a neighbourhood, while z has a
neighbourhood lying apart from a, the result is that both pairs on the right side (namely
(x, y), (y, z)) satisfy the test, while only one pair on the left side (namely (y, y)) does so.
To deal with this problem, we shall need to refine the tests as we have them.
7. Partial metrizability: A general result
It hardly needs saying that the results in the preceding section are less than completely
satisfying. The statement that a given (locally compact) space “has a measurement” is,
in general, very weak. For example, if the space is Hausdorff, the statement is entirely
trivial, since the identically zero function is in that case a measurement. By analogy
with metrization theory, we might expect to have a more adequate result of the form
“Every. . . space X has a measurement which induces the topology of X .” However this
is unlikely, as a unary numerical function is not fitted to induce a topology. Clearly, it is
better to ask for the binary counterpart of a measurement, in other words a pmetric, in such
contexts. In this section we aim to provide such a result for arbitrary ω-continuous domains
(or countably based R-structures).
To achieve this we shall refine the tests as we have them (for continuous domains) by
the use of scales. The technique of scales is familiar from the proof of Urysohn’s Lemma
in topology. Its usefulness in constructive metrization theory has been demonstrated by
Curi [4]. In fact, the use of scales is more straightforward in the R-structure setting, as we
simply work with the refinement order as given, rather than having to construct a strong
order from topological data. Scales are defined via a convenient countable dense subset of
the unit interval. We shall opt for the dyadic rational numbers. Thus, let Q0 be the set of
dyadic rationals in the interval [0, 1]. If a, b are elements of the R-structure (E,<) such
that a < b then by a scale from b to a we understand a family 〈ep〉p∈Q0 of elements of E
indexed by Q0, satisfying
e0 = b, e1 = a
for all p, q ∈ Q0 such that p < q, eq < ep.
By repeated interpolation, we can of course always construct a scale for any “test”
t = (a, b). We henceforth assume that each such test t comes equipped with a scale Sb,a .
Given the points x, y ∈ E¯ , and a test pair t = (a, b), we define v(t) (the “value” of t on
(x, y)) by
v(t) = sup{i | ei  A} + sup{1 − i | ei < A},
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where 〈ei 〉 is the scale Sb,a , sup is taken in [0, 1], and A = {x, y}. Here we are using the
notation e  A to mean that x, y have neighbourhoods a, b such that e  a, e  b; likewise
for e < A. It can be useful to think of v(t) (more precisely, v(t)(x, y)) as the sum of the
lengths of two intervals of dyadic numbers, namely the interval l(t) consisting of 0 together
with those indices i such that ei  A, and the interval r(t) of 1 together with the indices j
such that e j < A, respectively. Clearly, 0 ≤ v(t) ≤ 1.
Now assume given an enumeration (ti ) of tests, and define the distance function p by
p(x, y) = 1 − n∈N 2−n.v(tn)(x, y).
With these notations understood, we have:
Theorem 7.1. The distance function p is a partial metric which induces the (Scott)
topology of E¯. Moreover, p(x, x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ CMax.
Proof. Suppose first that x ∈ CMax. Thus, given any test t = (a, b), we have
b  x ∨ a < x .
(Strictly, we should write: x has a neighbourhood c such that b  c ∨ a < c.) Likewise, for
ep, eq ∈ Sb,a , we have
p < q ⇒ eq  x ∨ ep < x .
Hence
v(t) = length(l(t)) + length(r(t)) = 1.
So we have p(x, x) = 0. Clearly, we also have that p(x, x) = 0 implies x ∈ CMax.
Turning to the proof that p is a pmetric, the properties (i) and (iv) (Definition 5.2) are
immediate. For property (ii), we note that it suffices to prove
p(x, y) ≤ p(x, x) ⇒ x  y
Now, for each test t , we evidently have
length(r(t)(x, y)) ≤ length(r(t)(x, x)),
and similarly for l(t). Thus, under the assumption that p(x, y) ≤ p(x, x), we have that
n∈N 2−n.[length(l(tn)(x, y)) + length(r(tn)(x, y)] =
n∈N 2−n.[length(l(tn)(x, x)) + length(r(tn)(x, x)] (1)
where each individual term length(. . .) on the left side of the Eq. (1) is majorized by the
corresponding term on the right side. It follows that corresponding terms are pairwise
equal. Given an arbitrary neighbourhood e of x , let e′ be any finer neighbourhood (of
x), and let t be the test (e, e′). Clearly, v(t)(x, x) = length(r(t)(x, x)) = 1. So
length(r(t)(x, y)) = 1, from which it follows that y has neighbourhoods belonging to
the scale Se′,e. We conclude that x  y, as required.
Consider now the sharp triangle property:
p(x, z) + p(y, y) ≤ p(x, y) + p(y, z). (2)
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Let t = (a, b) be any test. We compare the lengths of the intervals l(t), r(t) associated
with the terms on each side of (2).
First, note that every dyadic belonging to one of the intervals associated with the right
hand side (rhs) of (2) is also an element of some interval associated with the lhs (indeed,
of l(t)(y, y) ∪ r(t)(y, y)). Suppose now that a dyadic belongs to two intervals associated
with the rhs, say
q ∈ l(t)(x, y) ∩ l(t)(y, z).
This means that eq  {x, y, z}, and so
q ∈ l(t)(x, z) ∩ l(t)(y, y).
Similarly we have that
r(t)(x, y) ∩ r(t)(y, z) ⊆ r(t)(x, z) ∩ r(t)(y, y).
This accounts for the only possible overlaps of intervals associated with the rhs. We
conclude that
v(t)(x, z) + v(t)(y, y) ≥ v(t)(x, y) + v(t)(y, z).
By summing over the tests, we have (2).
Next, suppose that e is a neighbourhood of the point x . Choose e′ ∈ x with e < e′, and
let (e, e′) appear in the enumeration of tests as tn . We have v(tn)(x, x) = 1. Also, for any
y ∈ E¯ , v(tn)(x, y) > 0 iff e ∈ y. Hence, if p(x, y) < p(x, x) + 2−n , then e ∈ y. This
shows that any Scott neighbourhood of x is a pmetric neighbourhood of x .
Finally, suppose that U = {y|p(x, y) < p(x, x) + 2−n} is a pmetric neighbourhood of
x . We remark that if t = (a, b) is an arbitrary test (with scale 〈ei 〉),  > 0, and y is any
point, then there exists a neighbourhood e of y such that for any z,
e ∈ z ⇒ v(t)(y, y) ≤ v(t)(y, z) + .
Indeed, assume that the intervals l(t)(y, y), r(t)(y, y) are of positive length (the case where
one or both of l(t), r(t) is degenerate gives no difficulty). Choose i ∈ l(t), j ∈ r(t) such
that ei  y and e j < y, while v(t) < i + 1 − j + ; then choose the neighbourhood e of y
to be such that e  ei and e j < e.
Thus, we may choose a neighbourhood e of x such that, for each test ti with 0 ≤ i ≤
n + 1, and every y which has e as a neighbourhood,
v(ti )(x, x) − 2−(n+2)/(n + 2) ≤ v(ti )(x, y).
Then
p(x, y) ≤ 1 −
(
n+1∑
i=0
[v(ti )(x, x) − 2−(n+2)/(n + 2)] +
∞∑
i=n+2
v(ti )(x, y).2−i
)
< p(x, x) + 2−n.
This shows that the pmetric neighbourhood U of x is a Scott neighbourhood of x . 
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8. Related work
An unpublished paper of R. Heckmann (see [7]), which was brought to our attention
by a referee, contains material related to Section 4 above. In that paper, Heckmann studies
“domain environments”, that is, structures (D, B, M, X), where D is a continuous dcpo, B
a basis of D, M the set of maximal elements of D, and X a subset of M . The idea is that a
domain D may be used to represent, not only a space homeomorphic to MaxD, but a space
homeomorphic to a subspace of MaxD. In his Proposition 1.10, Heckmann defines strongly
maximal for an element x of D by several equivalent conditions, one of which reads
(4) For every a  b in B : x ∈ cl(↑ a) implies x ∈⇑ b.
It is not too difficult to see that this condition is equivalent, in classical logic, to the
assertion that x ∈ CMax. Heckmann remarks that strong maximality, as formulated in
condition (4), “may be better suited for an effective treatment than maximality.” No further
discussion of this point is provided, however, and it is clear that Heckmann has arrived at
this view independently of Martin-Löf.
Important notions in [7] are the closed approximation and strong closed approximation
properties of a domain environment. The closed approximation property is in effect a
formulation of the Lawson condition. (This is not stated explicitly in the paper, but is
clearly intended, as one sees from Heckmann’s Proposition 1.23 and following remark.)
The reader is referred to the paper for the definition of “strong closed approximation”
(SCA). From Theorem 1.22 we learn that M∗ (=CMax) is the largest subset of M (=Max)
enjoying the property SCA. Combining this with Corollary 1.21, which asserts that M has
closed approximation iff it has SCA, it is easily deduced (though, again, not quite explicit
in the paper) that the Lawson condition obtains if and only if Max = CMax.
Via these identifications, there is a substantial overlap between our Section 4 and
Heckmann’s results. Beyond this, the paper [7] contains much of interest for the
representation of spaces by subsets of Max, and especially for the investigation of CMax
itself.
Finally, we mention that Martin-Löf’s predicative definition of maximality (that is, what
we call constructive maximality) has been used systematically in G. Curi’s work in formal
topology [3]. Curi’s work has, in its details, little overlap with ours, but has the advantage
of being carried out in an entirely constructive fashion.
9. Concluding remarks
Contrary predicates deserve considerably more discussion than we have given them in
Section 2. Here we give just a few further indications. For simplicity we consider unary
predicates. A suitable predicate P should be “monotonic”, that is, either lower:
a < b, P(b) ⇒ P(a),
or upper. (An n-ary predicate can be lower in some arguments, upper in others).
Further, predicates should exhibit tolerance; that is, a predicate P which is lower should
nevertheless satisfy
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P(a) ⇒ ∃b > a. P(b),
and similarly for an upper predicate. Given these conditions, it is easy to see that the
contrary of a given predicate, if it exists, is uniquely determined.
Now, given a (countable) R-structure (E,<) and a point x ∈ E¯ , we have the lower
predicate Px , where
Px (e) ⇔ e ∈ x .
That is, Px is simply the point x , viewed as a predicate. Suppose now that the contrary
predicate, Pcx , exists. We can interpret an element e of Pcx as determining a lower
neighbourhood Le of x (classically, Le = {y ∈ E¯ | ¬ y ⊆ ⇓ e}). Thus the existence of
the contrary predicate means that the basic lower neighbourhoods as well as the basic Scott
neighbourhoods are enumerable, which we can further interpret to mean that the point x
is Lawson computable as well as Scott computable. A further computability condition on
x is that the apartness predicate Ax = λb.b  x should have a contrary, Acx . The careful
reader may have observed that the proof of Theorem 7.1 above is not entirely constructive,
in particular because, in the last part (showing that each pmetric neighbourhood of x is a
Scott neighbourhood of x), it was not shown that the “choice” of the neighbourhood e can
be done effectively. A sufficient condition for the choice to be effective is that the contraries
of both the predicates Px and Ax should exist.
Finally, we point out that partial metrics for domains have a slight drawback, which can
encourage one to look for a somewhat different metrizability result. A desideratum for a
quasi-metric (or partial metric) over a domain D is that, besides inducing the Scott topol-
ogy, its symmetrization should induce the Lawson topology. For example, Lawson [11]
requires, for the extension theorem given there, a metric which induces the Lawson topol-
ogy. But this creates a difficulty for some approaches to defining weak metrics. Indeed par-
tial metrics whose self-distance is 0 on CMax cannot be expected to (symmetrically) induce
the Lawson topology in all cases. To see this, let D be N⊥. We view the supposed partial
metric for N⊥ as a weighted quasi-metric. We require w(n) = 0 (all n), and w(⊥) > 0;
say w(⊥) = 1. Then we calculate successively: d(⊥, n) = 0; d(n,⊥) = 1; d	(⊥, n) = 1.
(Here, d	 is the symmetrization of d: d	(x, y) = max(d(x, y), d(y, x)).) Hence ⊥ is an
isolated point, whereas in the Lawson topology ⊥ is the limit of the sequence 0, 1, 2, . . ..
Reflection on Lawson’s formulations in [11] leads us to consider weakening the (very
stringent) connection between w and d required by the standard definition of a weighted
quasi-metric. The following, for example, could be suggested as appropriate conditions on
d, w, in the case of a domain D:
(1) w is a measurement;
(2) x  y ⇒ w(y) + d(y, x) ≤ w(x).
Then we might conjecture that, for D ω-continuous, such a “weakly” weighted quasi-
metric can always be found satisfying:
(3) w is zero exactly on CMaxD;
(4) d induces the Scott topology;
(5) d	 induces the Lawson topology of D.
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For example, applying Wilson’s quasi-metrization (Section 5 above) to N⊥, with the
obvious enumeration of basic open sets, we get
d(x, y) = 0 if x  y
d(n, y) = 2−n+1 if n ∈ N, n = y.
Then, adapting Lawson’s procedure in [11] rather than the weighting of Künzi and Vajner,
we have
w(n) = 0;w(⊥) = 1/2.
All the conditions (1)–(5) are satisfied.
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